Richard Axel is a University Professor at the Zuckerman Mind Brain Behavior Institute at Columbia University and an Investigator at the Howard Hughes Medical Institute. In earlier studies with his colleagues, Michael Wigler and Saul Silverstein, he developed gene transfer techniques that permit the introduction of virtually any gene into any mammalian cell. These studies not only afforded a novel approach to isolate genes, but also permitted a detailed analysis of how they worked. This approach led to the isolation and functional analysis of the gene for the lymphocyte surface protein CD4, the cellular receptor for the AIDS virus, HIV.
He then began to apply molecular biology to problems in neuroscience with the expectation that genetics could interface with neuroscience to approach the relationship between genes and behavior. His studies on the logic of the sense of smell with Linda Buck revealed over a thousand genes involved in the recognition of odors and provided insight into how genes shape our perception of the sensory environment. Current work in his lab centers on how the recognition of odors is translated into an internal representation of sensory quality in the brain and how value is imposed on this representation to elicit meaningful thoughts and behavior.
Which Neuron papers have struck you as truly elegant or inspired in its 30th anniversary year? You ask, ''Which Neuron papers have struck you as truly elegant or inspired in its 30th anniversary year?'' The impact of Neuron transcends the noting of a few incisive papers. In 1987, Benjamin Lewin and Neuron's first editor, Greg Gasic, wrote that ''neurobiology and especially molecular and cellular neurobiology was about to enter a period of explosive growth and excitement and we thought that we could make a contribution by publishing a journal that would help to define the field ..'' Although I expressed initial reservations, Neuron has not only served as a discerning publication, but also catalyzed the migration of cell and molecular biologists along with geneticists to the study of the brain. Neuroscience was now viewed as an appropriate occupation for a molecular geneticist. Neuron promoted the idea that molecular biology and genetics could now interface with neuroscience to approach the tenuous relationship between genes and behavior, cognition, memory, emotion, and perception. Molecular neuroscience, together with physiology, has provided an insight into how neurons work, and now the task in front of us is to discern how brains work. Hence, Neuron now integrates cell and molecular approaches with experimental and theoretical systems neuroscience.
What future direction in neuroscience are you most excited about? Whereas cell and molecular biology provided a deep insight into how neurons work, we must remember that emotion, cognition, and behavior do not directly reflect the action of the gene but rather reflect the state of the neural circuits that intervene between genotype and phenotype. As my wife, Cori Bargmann, has argued, ''Genes do not control behavior, nervous systems do.'' Attempts to discern a language that translates neural activity into cognitive and behavioral output, however, have been elusive. Perception, emotion, thought, and action must be represented by patterns of neural activity. Electrodes have been transformed into millitrodes and optical approaches to record neural activity allow us to visualize the activity of thousands of neurons. However, we do not know the language by which these patterns of neural activity are interpreted, afforded meaning, or translated into appropriate behavioral or cognitive output. Put simply, we do not have a logic for the transformation of neural activity into thought and action. I view discerning a logic as the most important future direction of neuroscience.
How would you like to see neuroscience evolve over the next 30 years? Thirty-five years ago, Franç ois Jacob, a friend and colleague, delivered a series of lectures entitled ''The Possible and the Actual.'' It was a dialogue between imagination and knowledge, how they intertwine to produce a picture of the possible. This has been a most difficult endeavor in considering the mind. The higher-order questions of cognition, emotion, and perception remain unsolved. In biology, solutions to complex problems often emerge from reductionism. The study of simple organisms and the dissection of larger questions into simpler biological problems have allowed us to build an ever-increasing understanding of biological complexity.
I would like to see greater insight into higher-order questions of neuroscience over the next 30 years.
When I consider higher-order questions of cognition, emotion, and perception, I sometimes question whether I am capable of imagining a possible and I am certainly a long way from an actual. A few years ago, my wife and I spent several hours over dinner in Paris with our friend, the brilliant theater director Peter Brook. Peter listened with fascination as we described our experiments in neuroscience. He then put his arms around us, drew us close, and said, ''You know I love you both, but the two of you may be guilty of the sin that is not considered a sin, oversimplification.'' What is your guiding philosophy for running your lab? I don't run my lab. As a biologist with a passion to find things out, I bring to my lab this passion along with an experienced constancy. One of my former fellows described my laboratory as ''a joyful circus.'' A continually brilliant group of students and fellows come to the lab with ideas in disciplines with which I am unfamiliar and together we attempt to identify experimental solutions to new and interesting biological problems. One fellow, Dan Littman, introduced the lab to cellular immunology, and shortly thereafter Richard Scheller recognized the potential impact of molecular biology and the new recombinant DNA technology on problems in neuroscience. The problems we address in my lab so often reflect the interest and creative insights of my students and fellows. My philosophy in the lab is simple: take joy in finding things out.
What are the questions that inspire your lab? Sensory stimuli elicit behaviors based upon past experience acquired either over long periods of evolutionary time (innate behaviors) or by learning over the life of an animal. Over the past decade, our laboratory has traced the flow of olfactory information from the nose to higher olfactory centers in the cortex and amygdala. Olfactory information from the highly structured olfactory bulb, consisting of 1,000 spatially determined glomerular loci, is distributive and unstructured in primary olfactory cortex, the piriform. Individual neurons in the piriform cortex receive input from a random collection of glomeruli. This immediately implies that the representation of olfactory information differs in different individuals and therefore is without inherent value. These observations pose interesting problems that entertain the laboratory: Where are olfactory percepts stored in the brain? Is there a repository of unsullied perceptual information independent of intent and action? How are associations imposed on this information? How is value computed to elicit appropriate behavioral output?
Do you have a favorite anecdote?
As an undergraduate at Columbia College, dubious about my pretentious literary ambitions and fascinated with molecular biology, I planned to enter a graduate program in genetics. These plans were thwarted by an unfortunate war. To assure deferment from the military, I found myself a misplaced medical student at Johns Hopkins University. I was a terrible medical student and my clinical incompetence was immediately recognized by the faculty and deans. I could rarely, if ever, hear a heart murmur, I never saw the retina through an opthalmoscope, my glasses constantly fell into open incisions during surgery. I was, however, nurtured and protected by the faculty and deans, who offered me a deal I could not refuse. I was allowed to graduate medical school in 3 years if I promised never to practice medicine on live patients. I returned to Columbia University, where I kept this promise by performing autopsies. After a year in pathology, I was asked by Don King, the chair of pathology, never to practice medicine on dead patients. My career as a scientist thus began in earnest.
What motivated you to become a scientist? As a freshman at Columbia College, my life was spent in a small room in the library lined with volumes of Keats' poetry, where I immersed myself in the study of literature. To support myself in college, I obtained a job washing glassware in Bernie Weinstein's laboratory at the medical school. Bernie was working on the universality of the genetic code. The early 60s was a time shortly after the elucidation of the structure of DNA and the realization that DNA is the repository of all information from which all information flows. The genetic code was being deciphered and central dogma was complete. I was fascinated by the new molecular biology with its elegant logic and enormous explanatory power. I was torn between literature and science and at the urging of a Hesiod scholar, a Latin professor at Columbia, I followed my passions into science.
What were your key early influences? After completing medical school, I was afforded the opportunity to pursue molecular biology in the laboratory of Sol Spiegelman in the Department of Genetics at Columbia University. Sol was a short, incisive, witty man with a tongue as sharp as his mind. Spiegelman was the first to synthesize infectious RNA in vitro and this led to series of extremely interesting, clever experiments revealing Darwinian selection at the level of molecules in a test tube. Sol recognized the importance of the early RNA world in the evolution of life. An immediate bond formed between us and Sol taught me how to think about science, how to identify important problems, and how to devise the technologies to affect their solution. This was a very meaningful relationship.
After my postdoc with Sol, I felt a growing confidence in my abilities in molecular biology but realized I was naive in other areas, notably biophysics. Importantly, I had a sense early in my career that my interest in biology was eclectic and that I would need a broad background to embrace different areas of biology without trepidation. I began a second postdoctoral fellowship at the NIH working with a deeply thoughtful man, Gary Felsenfeld, on DNA and chromatin structure.
A third important influence, Eric Kandel, joined me in the early 1980s to consider the potential impact of the new molecular biology and recombinant DNA technology on problems in neuroscience. Molecular biology was invented to solve fundamental problems in genetics at a molecular level. With the demystification of the brain, with the realization that the mind emerges from the brain and that the cells of the brain often use the very same principles of organization and function as humble bacterium or a liver cell, perhaps molecular biology and genetics could now interface with neuroscience. I attempted to recruit Eric Kandel as my teacher. A courageous new fellow in my laboratory, Richard Scheller, joined Eric and me in my initial efforts in molecular neurobiology. This was the entry to the rest of my life.
What is your view on big datagathering collaborations as opposed to hypothesis-driven research by small groups? I see no opposition between these two scientific endeavors. As scientists we strive to uncover some previously unseen aspect of the biological world. This understanding, however, requires an underlying logic and this logic must be based on data. In science, imagination without information does not bring us closer to biological reality. The two endeavors, the new technologic innovations that gather vast amounts of data and hypothesis-driven research, are intimately aligned.
What are the most pressing questions for the field? Perception, emotion, cognition, memory, and behavior must be represented by patterns of neural activity. This abstraction transforms sensory input, cognitive function, and behavioral output into a different language. However, we do not know the language by which these patterns are recognized, afforded meaning, or translated to appropriate behavioral and cognitive output. This central problem is the challenge for the young.
Where do you see the strongest potential for progress and new breakthroughs in neuroscience?
The past three decades in neuroscience have revealed exciting progress in the identification of neural circuits. Creative techniques involving genetics, viruses that go forward and backward, along with optogenetic approaches have defined neural pathways and allowed a test of their functional significance. Connectomics and genomics have entered neuroscience and new approaches have emerged to map every connection in a tiny hunk of brain and define every transcript in every neuron. Theoretical neuroscientists have joined forces with experimental neuroscientists to analyze big data and provide novel formulations of brain function. I have been influenced greatly by an enduring and pleasurable relationship with Larry Abbott, who has brought the sophisticated mathematical techniques of theoretical physics to neuroscience. Larry is a theorist with a deep respect for experiment and his theoretical insights provide an understanding of experimental observation from a different perspective. We still do not understand. Perhaps this new union will produce new ideas and beautiful theories will emerge from resplendent neurons.
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